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Abstract 
This  paper  introduces  a new approach that makes  it  possible  to  globally  optimize  real  valued  
functions  defined  on topological  manifolds.  The  functions  under  study  don’t  need to be differentiable  
or even continuous, and  it is shown that the  optimization task  may  be  executed  so that candidate 
points  remain  on  the  manifolds  that contain  their domains,  evolving on them  during  the  whole 
optimization process.  Although t h e  proposed paradigm i s  adequate for use with an extensive family 
of already established metaheuristics, the algorithm known as Fuzzy Adaptive Simulated  Annealing is 
used in order to exemplify the overall global optimization mechanism. 
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1. Introduction 
Global  optimization on linear  spaces  is a very  well established area  of research  and  there  are  many  
techniques  that address  that issue.  In this paper, an extension of this problem is proposed, in the 
direction of applying metaheuristics to optimize functions defined on manifolds.  In the recent past,  
there  were several significant research  efforts involving optimization on matrix  manifolds  [1] that 
provided  powerful  alternatives to  many  general  constrained optimization methods.   Optimization 
algorithms  able to work on manifolds  may present lower computational complexity  and  quite often  
may  also have  better numerical  properties, in terms  of not  getting  caught  in local minima  
attraction  regions. Some authors refer to this approach as unconstrained optimization in a 
© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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constrained search space [1]. 
In the present paper,  it is proposed a paradigm aimed at global optimization of functions  defined on finite 
dimensional manifolds, that may be loosely described as configuration  spaces that locally ”look like” 
Euclidean  spaces and, in truth, include  them  as particular cases, that is to  say,  Rn  is a manifold  as 
well.  After  describing  the  elements  of General and  Differential  Topology  needed  to develop the  
proposed  optimization algorithm, the  main  ideas are presented and it will be possible to see that 
many  already  developed paradigms  can be applied  almost  directly,  when faced and used in the 
proper  way.  As many real life problems can be naturally viewed as models whose defining 
parameters evolve on manifolds, like constrained optimization ones with equality constraints, for 
instance, new results in that direction are welcome.  These techniques could also be applied to 
many areas, as indicated in [1]. 
2. Manifolds 
Manifolds are, in intuitive terms,  spaces that locally look like Euclidean  spaces Rn, and  on which we can do  
Calculus (only  in the  smooth  ones). Among the most familiar examples, apart from Euclidean spaces 
themselves, are circles, parabolas, spheres, parabolise, ellipsoids, and cylinders.  In higher dimensions, there 
are examples such as the n-sphere Sn and graphs of differentiable maps between Euclidean spaces. The 
fundamental concept is the topological manifold that is defined as a topological space with certain 
properties that convey what we mean when it is said that it locally looks like Rn.   
2.1 Topological Manifolds 
A topological space M is a topological manifold of dimension n if it has the following properties: 
y It is a Hausdorff space; 
y It is second countable, that is, there is a countable basis for the topology of M; 
y It is locally Euclidean of dimension n, that is, every point has a neighbourhood homeomorphic to 
an open subset of Rn. 
The most simple instance  of a topological  manifold  is Rn itself, as it is easy to see - as a metric  space, 
it is Hausdorff too; taking  the  set of all open balls with rational centers  and  rational radii as a 
countable basis, it is shown that it is second countable;  and,  of course, any point  p ܀Rn belongs to an 
open ball that is homeomorphic to itself.  The basic motivation for imposing these properties  is that 
manifolds tend  to behave in ways more similar to everyday  experience with  Euclidean  spaces.   Let M be a 
topological manifold of dimension n .  A coordinate chart on M is a pair (U, ϕ), where U is an open 
subset of M and ϕ: U → U ´ is a homeomorphism from U to an open subset  
U´= ϕ(U ) ܄Rn , as figure 1 illustrates. So, according to the definition, each point p ܀M belongs to the 
domain of some chart (Up, ϕp). 
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Figure 1- coordinate chart 
 
2.2 Smooth Manifolds 
As said i n  2 . 1 ,  the  definition  of manifolds  given previously  is only sufficient for studying  their  
topological  properties, such  as compactness, connectedness  etc.,  and  the  problem  of classifying 
manifolds  up  to  homeomorphisms.  But,  in the  whole theory  of topological  manifolds  there  is no  
notion  of calculus. The fundamental reason for this is that properties of objects like derivatives or 
curves on a manifold are not, in general, invariant under homeomorphisms. An elementary example  
would be, for example,  the  case corresponding  to  a differentiable  function  defined on the  circle S1 , 
and  differentiable  over its  entire  domain.   Being S1  homeomorphic to  the  unit  square,  i t  could b e  
expected  that the composite  of the function and the homeomorphism be differentiable  as well, but,  
at the corners,  the resulting  function and its inverse cannot  simultaneously be differentiable.  Thus,  
depending  on the chosen homeomorphism, it is possible that there  will be functions  on the  circle 
whose composition  with  the  homeomorphism is not  differentiable  on the square,  or vice versa.   To 
provide  the  technical  basis necessary  to properly  define derivatives of functions,  curves  or  maps,  it 
will be needed  to introduce  a new type  of manifold  called a smooth  (or C ۻ)  manifold.   From  the  
previous example,  it is clear that it is not adequate to define a smooth  manifold  simply to be a 
topological  manifold  with some special property, because the property of smoothness  cannot  always 
be invariant under homeomorphisms. So, a proper definition  for the  concept  of a smooth  manifold  
can be as one with  some extra  structure beyond  its topology,  which will make  it  possible to  decide which  
functions  on the  manifold  are  smooth. To see what this additional structure might be, let M be a 
topological manifold of dimension n. Each  point  in M is supposed  to  be in the  domain  of a coordinate  
map ϕ : U ڀ8= ϕ(U ) ܄Rn . As the definition of smooth manifolds is based on certain concepts related 
to Euclidean spaces, let remember some preliminary definitions.  Supposing U and V be open subsets of 
Euclidean spaces Rn and  Rm , respectively,  a map  F  : U ڀV  is said to be smooth  if each of the  
component functions  of F has continuous  partial derivatives of all orders.  If, in addition, F is 
bijective and has a smooth inverse map, it is called a diffeomorphism, that is, in particular, a 
homeomorphism. Consider now M (the topological manifold).  If (U, ϕU) and 
(V, ϕV)  are two charts such  that U ܇V =  ܍, then the composite map ϕV   ㍞ϕ1   (the transition map 
from ϕU   to ϕV   ) is a composition of homeomorphisms, and is a homeomorphism too.  
Two charts  (U, φ) and  (V, ξ) are said to be smoothly  compatible if either  U ܇ V  = ܍ or the  
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transition map ξ ㍞φ1  : φ(U ܇V ) ڀξ(U ܇V ) is a diffeomorphism  (see Fig. 2).  An atlas for M is 
defined to be a collection of charts whose domain covers M and it is called smooth if any two charts in it 
are smoothly compatible with each other.  A smooth atlas on M is said to be maximal if it is not 
contained in any strictly larger smooth atlas.  Accordingly, every chart that is smoothly compatible 
with every chart in it is already therein.  Finally, it is defined a smooth structure on a topological n-
manifold M as a maximal smooth atlas. A smooth  manifold  is a pair  (M,A),  where M is a 
topological  manifold  and  A a smooth  structure on M. When the smooth structure is understood, it  
is possible  to  say  only  that M is a smooth  manifold.   In  this  fashion,  the  term smooth  manifold  
structure will mean  a manifold  topology  together  with  a smooth  structure.  It is worth  to highlight 
that smooth  structures are additional objects  that must  be added  to a topological  manifold  before 
we are allowed to talk  about  a smooth  manifold.   An important fact  is that a particular topological  
manifold  may have many  different smooth  structures but,  on the other  hand, it is not always possible 
to find any smooth  structure for certain  topological manifolds [3]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2- transition map 
 
3. Description of the proposed method 
Considering  that manifolds  are more general  environments than  Euclidean  spaces and  that most  
global optimization algorithms  are designed to deal with problems  defined on the latter ones, it 
seems natural to try to enlarge this scope, taking  into account the complexity  of problems faced by 
researchers.  This big task was already  initiated [1, 8] by using tools of Differential  Geometry  and  
Topology,  and  in [1] it is mainly  focused on (not  necessarily  global)  optimization of differentiable  
functions  on certain  types of smooth  manifolds  - previously  done work is really  impressing  and  the 
application of well established mathematical results  on manifold  theory  is effected in a very 
ingenious way, giving rise to practical optimization algorithms. Here,  we intend  to  introduce  a 
somewhat  more  abrangent idea,  directed  to  optimizing  not  necessarily  differentiable functions  
defined on manifolds  by using metaheuristic methods  whose candidate populations originally  evolve 
in Euclidean  configuration  spaces.   This  framework  allows already  tested  methods  to  extend  their  
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reach  by making  small adaptations. 
 
3.1 The problem 
Find an element x剷 ܀ M that globally minimizes a given objective function  f : M → R, where M is a 
finite dimensional topological n-manifold  that is covered by a finite number  (Nc ) of coordinate  
domains  {Ui  : i = 1, ..., Nc }, associated  to a finite number  of coordinate  charts  
{(Ui , ϕi ) : i = 1, ..., Nc }. An additional (simultaneously realistic and simplifying) assumption is that 
the images of the coordinate domains ϕi (Ui) are open hyper-rectangles of Rn. This hypothesis is not too 
limiting, considering that in the most interesting practical situations we have manifolds in which the 
ϕi (Ui) are homeomorphic, or even diffeomorphic, to open hyper-rectangles. This  property will enable  
algorithms  that originally  evolve their  populations in the  interior  of that type of sets to be applied  
without  significant modifications,  so that previous  accumulated knowledge will not  be lost.  Fig. 3 
illustrates the described scenario. In order to apply  the proposed  method,  one preparatory measure  is 
needed.  Taking  into consideration that all images ϕi (Ui ) ܄Rn  are  hyper-rectangles, it  is trivial  to  
substitute them,  without loss of generality,  for only  one set,  say, H ∆  ( a1,b1) × ( a2,b2) ×...( an,bn) , 
considering that all open hyper rectangles are diffeomophic among themselves when Rn is endowed with 
its standard topological and differential  structures. Obviously, the corresponding  identifying maps 
(diffeomorphisms/homeomorphisms between the ϕi (Ui ) and (a1 , b1 ) ¼(a2 , b2 ) ¼... ¼(an , bn )) should 
be composed with the original charts  in order to not distort the quantitative behavior  of the final 
apparatus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3- Setting for the  global  optimization problem 
 
3.2 The proposed solution 
Now we are ready to state the generic global minimization algorithm on M, assuming the availability 
of a metaheuristic algorithm capable of globally minimizing functions defined on hyper-rectangles of 
Rn. 
• Initialization 
 - Find the analytical expressions for the inverses 1iI  of coordinate maps  ci Ni ,..,11  I  . 
 - Find the analytical expressions for the composite functions   RHUfo iii o   IIJ :1  
cNi ,...,1  where f : M ڀR is the original cost function and H = (a1 , b1 ) ¼(a2 , b2 ) ¼... ¼(an , 
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bn ); 
 
- Define a new cost function  by Γ = min^γi  : i = 1, ..., Nc `. 
x Step 1 
- Make a new iteration, generating  a new population (or single point) driven  by Γ values. 
x Step 2 
- If convergence criteria  are met or number  of iterations is over, go to Final  step,  else go to Step 
1. 
x Final step 
-  Compute  *1 xiI  where x剷 is the final result  of previous steps,  that is expected  to be the 
global minimizer  of  Γ.  In consequence,  *1 xiI  is expected  to be the minimizer  for f . 
Of course, Γ may be changed, depending on the type of the chosen basic global optimization method. 
Therefore,  it is possible to sweep all regions of M (in parallel,  if necessary)  and  evolve candidate 
populations entirely contained in it,  without using equality  constraints or similar  devices - when 
points  in H  evolve, they  automatically generate  points contained in M. In terms of implementation, 
we can, for instance, launch Nc  program threads aiming at finding minimizers  in each coordinate  
domain  isolatedly  and,  at the end, choose the best one; of course, if the number of charts  is too big, 
such a procedure  could be not so efficient, but in most practical cases it is a feasible alternative. In 
addition, such an approach opens the way to eliminate  equality  constraints in constrained global 
optimization problems and,  at  the  same time,  to reduce  the  dimension  of the  search  space.  As cited 
above, we will illustrate the suggested paradigm by means of the Fuzzy ASA method, that  is described 
in detail in references [4, 5, 6]. 
4. Experiments and Results 
To  assess  the  efficacy of the  proposed  method  it will be shown  3 global  optimization simulations   using  
difficult  cost functions  and very simple manifolds.  In this fashion it will be possible, at the same time, to 
evaluate the optimization power of the algorithm and to illustrate some implementation details. For the sake 
of comparison, in each case we will present results corresponding to the proposed paradigm and the 
traditional one, that imposes equality constraints in order to keep evolving points inside the domain manifold.   
It  is worth  to remark  that, in the  former method,  the primary  generation  of candidate points  will take  
place  in a region  contained in a Euclidean  space whose dimension is smaller  than  that in the  latter.  So, 
the comparison will be based on the number of objective function evaluations necessary to reach the global 
minimizer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
figure 4- Basic  composite functions 
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4.1 Description of the chosen Manifolds 
Although the techniques proposed in this paper are adequate for use with any topological manifold, it were 
chosen homeo-morphic copies of Sn, the unitary hypersphere contained in Rn+1. Here, it will be described by the 
charts composing the atlas used in the subsequent experiments. Naturally, there are other atlases (and charts) 
that make Sn into a topological (and smooth) manifold, but the chosen one seemed more adequate to the task at 
hand. The cited atlas is such that Sn has  12 u n  charts  ^ 1`,...,1:,   niU ii M  and  ^ 1`,...,1:,   niU ii M  defined by [3] 
  ^ `0:,..., 11 !#  inni xSxxU                                                                                                                (1)  ^ `0:,..., 11 #  inni xSxxU                                                                                                                (2)      11111111 ,..,,,...,,...,,...,  # niinini xxxxxxxx MM                                                                     (3) 
Obviously 
 
n
ii RU o :M and nii RU o :M . Their inverses (over their images) are given by 
    ),...,,1,...,(,..., 21111 niini vvvvvvv  M                                                                                  (4)  
    ),...,,1,,...,(,..., 21111 niini vvvvvvv  M                                                                                     (5) 
 
4.2 Example 1- Ackley function restricted to a 2-dimensional sphere, considered as a submanifold of 3R  
Here our aim is to minimize the Ackley function, defined by 
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where n is the domain dimension; nn Rxxx ),...,,( 21 and ^ `nixi ,...,1768.32768.32 dd , 
restricted to the surface of a 2- dimensional sphere that contains the global minimizer in 3R itself, so as to  
 
make it easier to assure that the algorithm is able to find the desired point.In this experiment, the sphere has  
radius 13 and center at (0,0,13). This function  has a global minimizer  (in the specified domain)  at 
x剷 = (0, 0, 0) with value 0. 
In this  example  it was chosen n = 3, of course,  but  the  proposed  algorithm will make ASA evolve 
in a 2-dimensional region, taking  into account the intrinsic  dimensional  reduction (equal to the 
codimension  of S2  in R3 ) furnished  by the 2-dimensional  charts.  After 20 executions  of each type of 
test,  the proposed method  converged to the global minimizer in 100% of the  cases, and  the  
constrained problem  in only 50% (10 runs).  In both  situations the  overall performance was better 
when we used the  original  ASA implementation.  Below, we can find a comparative graph  
portraying the evolution  of typical runs relatively  to each type of method. 
According  to  Figure  5(a),  it  is possible  to  see that both  types arrived  at  the  desired  minimum,   
but  the  proposed method  took less function  evaluations to get there.   Of course, it were taken 
different effective cost functions  in each type of execution,  considering  that in the ”classical”  
constrained optimization it is necessary  to incorporate the calculation of the constraints themselves,  
and in the presented method  there  are extra  function  evaluations, corresponding  to the several 
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charts  ”covering”  the underlying  manifold.  In practice,  the difference in terms  of unitary 
computational effort was not significant.  On the other hand,  the benefit of evolving directly  ”inside” 
the natural domain of a given problem, not having  to deal with constrained optimization issues, is 
certainly  a big advantage. 
 
 
 
(a)  Minimizing Ackley  function on 2-spheres                                                    (b)  Ackley  function 
 
 
Figure 5 – illustrations for example 1 
4.3 Example 2- Griewank function  restricted to a 2-dimensional  sphere,  considered  as a submanifold  
of R3 
  1cos
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xxxf , where n is the domain dimension and   nn Rxxxx  ,...,, 21  
and  ^ `nixi ,...,2,1600600 dd .Restricted to  the  surface  of a  2-dimensional  sphere  that 
contains  the  global  minimizer  in R3   itself.   As before, the idea is to make it simpler to assure that 
the algorithm  is able to find the desired point.  In this experiment, the sphere 
has radius  13 and  center  at  (0,0,13).  This  function  has a global minimizer  (in the  specified domain)  
at  x剷= (0, 0, 0) with value 0.  In this  example  n = 3, of course, but  the  proposed  algorithm will 
make ASA evolve in a 2-dimensional region, taking  into account the  intrinsic  dimensional  reduction 
(equal  to the  codimension  of S2  in R3 ), made  possible thanks  to the  2-dimensional  charts.   After  50 
executions  of each type of test,  the  proposed  method  converged  to the global minimizer  in 100% of 
the cases, and the constrained problem  in only 2% (1 execution  instance). In both  cases, overall  
performance  was better when it was used  the  original  ASA implementation.  It can be found a comparative 
graph  (Figure  6(a))  showing the  evolution  of the  best  run  of the  constrained type and  a typical one 
relative  to  the proposed method. 
By analyzing  Figure 6(a) it is possible to see that both types arrived  at the desired minimum,  but the 
proposed method took  less function  evaluations to get there.   As said before,  it can have  different 
effective cost functions  in each type of execution,  considering  that in the ”classical”  constrained 
optimization it is necessary to incorporate the calculation of the  constraints, and  in the  presented 
method  there  are extra  original  cost function  evaluations, corresponding  to the several  charts  
covering  the  underlying  manifold.   In practice, the difference in terms of unitary computational effort 
was not significant. 
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(a)  Minimizing Griewank function on a 2-dimensional sphere                                           (b)  Griewank function 
 
Figure 6- illustrations of example 2 
4.4 Example 3- Griewank function restricted to a 3- dimensional sphere considered as a submanifold of 
R4.The aim is again to minimize the  Griewank  function,  defined with the domain restricted to the  surface  
of a 3-dimensional  sphere that contains the global minimizer R4 itself. In this case, n=4, the sphere has 
radius 10 and center at (0,0,10). The global minimizer  (in the  specified domain)  is located at x*= (0,0,0,0) 
with value 0.Once more, the proposed  algorithm will make Fuzzy ASA to evolve in a 3-dimensional  
region, taking  into account the intrinsic  dimensional  reduction (equal  to the  codimension  of S3  in R4 ) 
furnished  by the  3-dimensional  charts.   After 50 executions  of each type  of test,  the  proposed  method  
converged  to the  global minimizer  in 90% of the  cases, and the  constrained problem  only approached 
the  global minimizer  in 2% (1 execution  instance).  In both cases, overall performance  was better when 
using the Fuzzy ASA implementation. Below, we can find a comparative graph  (Figure 7) showing the 
evolution  of the best run of the constrained type and a typical one relative  to the proposed  method. 
According to Figure  7, it is possible to see that both  types arrived  at the desired minimum,  but  the 
proposed  method took  less function  evaluations to  get  there  and  the  hit  rate  of the  classical  
constrained method  is not  satisfactory. As said before, we have different effective cost functions  in 
each type of execution,  considering  that in the  ”classical” constrained optimization it is necessary to 
incorporate the calculation of the constraints themselves, and in the presented method  there are extra  
original cost function  evaluations, corresponding  to the several charts  ”covering” the underlying 
manifold. 
5. Conclusions 
This paper presented a new approach to global optimization on topological manifolds that allows among 
other things, to handle functions whose natural domains are not Euclidean – the evolution of candidate 
points takes place directly in those regions. Besides, many already existing evolutionary methods can 
take advantage of the proposed method. Possibilities for application abound, considering that, apart 
from the original purpose, it is possible to achieve dimensional reduction in constrained optimization, 
topic that is already being studied in ongoig research. According to the presented results, it  was 
possible to infer that the method is effective and can avoid problems that are  present in techniques  
aiming at the same target, as, for example, imposing equality constraints in order  to  force evolving 
populations to stay inside some specific region of the configuration space. 
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Figure 7:  Minimizing Griewangk function on a 3-dimensional sphere 
When  compared  to  previously  published techniques  aiming at optimization on manifolds [1], the 
method  shows more generality  because it is able to treat problems in domains having the structure of 
topological manifolds - they do not need to be necessarily smooth.  In addition, previously  existing  
algorithms  are relatively  complex,  taking  into  account that establishing  computationally  feasible, 
smoothness-dependent  optimization in the  Riemannian manifold  setting  is definitely  a difficult  
issue.   Our  proposal is simpler,  in the  sense that it  is able  to  deal  with  nonsmoothness in a 
natural way,  considering  the  characteristics inherent in metaheuristics.  Also, the  proposed  scope is 
larger  in a different direction,  taking  into  account that the algorithm is able to deal with 
nondifferentiable functions  as well.  
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